The Police State and The Nuclear Strike.
McKana, March 3, 2022
Isaiah 2:4 (KJV)
And he shall judge among the nations, and shall rebuke many people: and they shall beat their swords into
plowshares, and their spears into pruninghooks: nation shall not lift up sword against nation, neither shall they learn
war any more.
It has been over 8 years since the Lord reveled to me one mysterious dream. I understood it partly, not the whole. It
looks clear but it has more deeper meaning to it and the timing of it matters too .
-------///////-------

To make it understandable, let me first describe the setting.
It is a small town where I attended elementary school. There is a street which goes from South to
North. Going North, to the left, there is the police station, the administration, the court and a prison in
one small compound. Since it is the administrative center, it is a very crowded place. On the right
across the street, opposite to the administration center is our house. A couple of miles to the North, on
the left side in line with the administration center is the house of the Governor of the small town.
Events are happening in the three centers-the Police station, our house and the house of the Governor.
The two visions are given in an interval of almost a year, but refering to one and the same point. I came
to understand the “full meaning” just yesterday and prompted to release the vision as one connected
event of the judgment of the Lord. The Lord speaks directly and sometimes in a mysterious way.

The Nuclear explosion on the Police state.
(Dream-vision of 2013)
Part one-The Nuclear attack.
This revelation is given when I was in Michigan.
In the police station of the administration center, I see a crane, a big machine with long arm which can
stretch a long distance. The crane is stretching across the street and demolishing our house. It is hitting
the roof from above. In that instant, before the house is smashed down, a nuclear bomb came from the
open sky, from the back and struck the operator of the crane with out the awareness of the operator(the
name of the operator is dawn, new day break). The fire from the explosion of the nuclear attack got
expanding, fire raging and going out miles in all direction. I am running away from the nuclear fire,
running uphill toward the south. I woke up before the fire ingulf me.

Russian army on the backyard of the White house.
(Dream Vision of 2014)
Second part-The Invasion.
This revelation is given when I was in Maryland.
In the same street of that small town, a Russian roller loaded with big nuclear warhead is rolling toward
the house of the Governor. It turned to the left to enter the gate of the house, had difficulty entering the
compound. It struggled a little to enter the gate. Now, I see a Russian military vehicle loaded with
heavy machinegun shooting running inside the compound. I took cover behind a big tree. Now, it is the
backyard of the White house. I am screaming “The Russians are here, the Russians are hear!” I am
shouting very loud, thinking I can be heard from far away. No one cared and I woke from my own
screams.
InterpretationThe Police station
- The Police state-America
The crane
- Remote controlling the affairs of Nations.
The name of the Person driving the crane - Dawn, New day comes, The Day of the Lord
Our house represent
-The states, nations the police state has ruined all this long.
The nuclear explosion
-Judgement of the Lord

The roller
-The Nuclear warhead of Russia in the US.
The house of the Governor
-The white house, America invaded by Russia.
The good old world friendly America, now the police state of the word have done many injustice
around the world, ruining poor and rich nations with no accountability.
Those who think no one knows, no one sees, no one hears, no one can do anything have Almighty God
to judge them and the judgment of God is just and right.

Repent, the hourglass is emptied!

